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Purpose of Report 

This report covers the Installed Capacity Subcommittee’s (ICS) review and decision to 

use actual wind generation for the 20-14 IRM Study.  The report includes a brief 

background and description of the model, ICS members’ requests, and ICS polling 

results.  A separate white paper was prepared by the NYISO that provides details of the 

analysis.  The accepted the paper has been posted for your review.  Much of the 

information presented below was taken from the NYISO white paper. 

 

Background 

 

Wind modeling in the IRM studies has been based on a 2002 simulated wind plant 

shapes that were developed by AWS Truewind for the General Electric Wind Study. 

These wind shapes were developed from hourly wind readings taken at a given altitude, 

along with other meteorological information, and forecasting the hourly electric output 

of a modern wind turbine. Of the 100+ sites studied, the NYISO has used the output of 

33 of these sites around NY to simulate output of installed wind farms. There is now 

available actual wind production data from NYCA generators that can be compared to 

the simulated data. Also, GE has added functionality to the MARS model which allows 

for the daily wind shape for each day during a simulation year to be modeled randomly. 

However, the MARS model allows only a single year wind shape to be input for this 

purpose. 

 

Actual NYCA Wind Production Data for Modeling Wind 

 

Over the last several years, the NYISO has collected hourly wind generation output, with 

an installed base that now exceeds 1,600 MW. The first year that the installed base 

exceeded a 1,000 MW was 2009 with an installed base of 1,267 MW. The implicit 

summer capacity value is defined as the wind generation capacity factor between the 

hours of 1400 and 1800 for the summer months of June through August.  

 

To obtain some insights as to how wind conditions in NY varied during this timeframe, 

AWS TruePower was asked if they could provide any insights into wind conditions based 

on the wind plants they monitor in NY. They indicated that just looking at average wind 

speed could provide misleading results as to potential changes in wind generation 

potential from year-to-year. Their initial thoughts were that the best approach for 



monitoring NY wind conditions would be to monitor wind plant performance or output 

year-to-year.   

 

The data provided by AWS TruePower/MESO paints a slightly different picture than the 

capacity value data as to year-to-year variation in wind generator output. This makes 

the point that you need to look at how the average wind conditions distribute over the 

hours of the day. In addition, it also shows that wind conditions are at a minimum in the 

summer and that the summer has the least year-to-year variability. It also shows, based 

on wind plant capacity factors and the AWS monitored plants that in 2012 they had 

below average wind condition which is the opposite conclusion that could be drawn 

from the NYISO capacity value data. 

 

The NYISO conducted sensitivities using different generation output of different years 

and load levels and found small changes in reliability values. The resulting conclusion 

from the various sensitivities is that the shape for modeling wind generation derived 

from actual NYISO wind generation production should replace the simulation method 

based on the 2002 load and wind generation currently being used.  Additionally, a 

sensitivity was conducted where wind generation for the peak week of 2012 was aligned 

with peak load week of 2002. No change in LOLE was observed which reinforces the 

absence of correlation observed between wind generation and load. 

 

The figure on the next page presents a plot of wind generation as a per unit of 

nameplate and load as a per unit of the weather normalized peak for the top thirty daily 

peaks for each of the years. The top 30 peak days are analyzed because of their 

importance from an LOLE perspective as determined in the SCR study. 

 

 



 

 

 

GE’s MARS Wind Feature 

 

A new feature that has been added to MARS allows for a daily wind shape to be selected 

randomly within a range of daily wind shapes. In addition to investigating the new 

feature, a secondary question was to determine for the purpose of modeling wind 

generation in reliability studies whether the year selected for modeling wind generation 

needed to be aligned with or the same as the year selected to model the load shape. 

The premise of using this feature is that the relationship between wind generation and 

load during peak hours has very little correlation and essentially behaves as a random 

variable. Therefore, having the year used for modeling load aligned with the year for 

simulating wind is not essential. The result of very little correlation would also be an 

important consideration in the use of the new feature that allows the use of different 

load shapes for each load forecasting uncertainty (LFU) bin. Since MARS allows only one 

wind shape to be input, this would eliminate any concern that it is essential to have the 

wind and load shapes based on the same year. The NYISO analyzed wind data for the 

years 2009 through 2012 to determine the correlation between load and wind 

generation.  

 

 

 
 



NYISO’s Conclusions 

 

Comparing the 2002 simulated wind generation versus the one based on 2012 actual 

wind generation resulted in entirely different average shapes. From a reliability 

modeling perspective, the shape that results in a higher summer capacity value will 

provide the greatest reliability benefit. The random feature in MARS did not result in 

any change in LOLE since it samples shapes from a single year that is input and therefore 

no meaningful change in capacity value resulted for the sampling windows selected. The 

primary conclusions from the analysis presented herein are: 1) The correlation between 

load and wind generation is statistically not different from zero; 2) the need to align the 

particular year used to model load and the year to model the wind generation is not a 

critical consideration for LOLE modeling; 3) being able to only input one wind shape per 

wind generation unit is no longer a limitation in modeling multiple load shapes; and 4) 

the random feature in MARS works as designed but does not provide any additional  

value for conducting reliability simulations as currently designed. 

 

ICS Recommendation 

 

ICS had asked the NYISO to conduct one sensitivity using the multiple load shape feature 

with GE’s random feature turned on and another sensitivity run with the feature turned 

off. The results of those sensitivities showed very little change in the model’s output 

(0.2%). 

 

ICS voted unanimously to recommend the adoption of NYISO’s recommendation not to 

use GE’s random wind generation feature in the 2014-15 IRM calculation.  ICS 

recommends that the current methodology be changed (using a simulation method) to 

use NYISO 2012 historic wind production findings. 

  


